Welcome to New Mexico 4-H Project in 10 Easy Lessons

Instructor: Melissa Woodall, 4-H Leader, Dona Ana County

4-H Spray Painted T-Shirts

**Supply List:**
- White T-Shirts
- Wire hangers
- Pieces of posterboard
- Safety pins
- Fabric Spray Paint
- Stencils
- Vinyl tablecloth
- Beads and thread

**Directions:**
1. Cut posterboard to fit inside shirt and pin to hanger
2. Put shirt on hanger
3. Place tablecloth on floor to work on
4. Spray paint shirt using stencils
5. After dry, embellish with beads
Leather 4-H Picture Frames

Supplies List:
From Tandy Leather:
- 5-6 ounce leather
- Rolling cutter and board
- Razor cutter
- Rubber mat
- 10mm synthetic crystals
- Crystal setting tool
- Leather lacing
- Rotary hole punch
- Leather stamps
- Mallet

From Walmart:
- Glue gun
- Plastic picture frame
- Small bowl for water
- Vinyl tablecloth

Directions:
1. Cut leather larger than frame.
2. Get leather wet.
3. Stamp leather, cut holes for crystals and lacing if desired.
4. Let dry completely.
5. Paint or dye.
7. Lace the edge if desired.
8. Glue leather to frame.

4-H Clover Zipper Pulls

Supplies needed:
- Small 4-H clover 25 pack from Tandy of El Paso #44190-35
- Alphabet set from Tandy Item #8137-00
- Rotary punch
- Mallet from Tandy Item #3301-03
- Green Leather Paint Tandy Eco-Flo Cova Color Item #2602-05
- White Leather Paint Tandy Eco-Flo Cova Color Item #2602-08
- Black Leather Paint Tandy Eco-Flo Cova Color Item #2602-01
- Lanyard Hooks Non Swivel Tandy 100/pk Item #1160-10
- small paintbrushes
- small bowl of water
- lt. Green Synthetic Crystal Rivets Tandy 7mm 100/pk Item #1395-13
- Synthetic Rivet Setting Kit Tandy Item #3462-a00
- Hand towels
- Baby wipes

Directions:
1. Stamp the H's on the clover.
2. Cut a hole in the center for the crystal.
3. Cut a hole in a leaf for the hook.
5. Set the crystal in the center hole.
6. Paint the H's white and the edges of the clover black.
7. Put the lanyard hook in.

Tandy of El Paso is the only Tandy location that is going to continue to carry the small 4-H clovers.
The phone number is: 1-915-591-9199